
Brown Bear puppets: 

Cut out each animal (on last page) and tape it 
to a popsicle stick or an unsharpened pencil. 
   You can have an animal parade... line the 
children up in the order they are mentioned in 
the story and let them march around the room, 
waving their puppets. 
   Have each child in the group be an animal 
from the story.    

When their part of the story comes up, they can 
hold the puppet up and walk like their animal– 
each children following behind them and cop-
ying their movement/walk. Each child can say 
their section of the story or make the  sound 
of their animal.    

 

Puppet Parade 

Learning Colors 

Print out, color and laminate all of the animals from the story.  
There are many versions on line or use the pictures from pages 
3-4. 

Using the sequence of animals from  the story hold up the 

brown bear and then ask the kids ( maybe 2 or 3 depending on 

the group size) to go and find something from the room that is 

the same color. You can have the children just point to items in 

the room that are the same color. After they have named some 

items talk about everyday items– for example the sky is blue 

like the blue horse, or grass is green like the green frog, etc. 
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Brown Bear, Brown Bear 

Special points 

 When you are 

doing the parade 

use words like 

first, next, last, 

second,  third, 

etc. over and 

over again! Re-

peat, repeat! 

 



Different Animal parts:  Print out pictures of the animals and as the 
children  are coloring the pictures, talk about each animal.  

 What sound does the animal make?   

 Where does the animal live?   

 What does it look like-color, size and shape of the animal? 

 How many legs does it have? 

 What does it eat? 

 Does it walk, or fly? 

 Does it have fur, feathers, scales, etc? 

 

Sound Sort:  this is for children that are 4 and up. 

 

Have the children sort pictures onto each of the story character 
that begin with the same sound.   

 

For example, provide them with either a picture of the bear or the 
bird (/b/), the duck or the dog /d/, frog /f/, horse /h/, cat /k/, teach-
er /t/, goldfish /g/ sheep /sh/, and children /ch/.   

 

Remember that although there are 2 letters there is only 1 sound
– we are focusing on the sound– NOT THE LETTER. 

 

The children will sort provided picture cards onto the picture with 
the same beginning sound.  

On the last page are some pictures for ideas.  

Attributes of Animals 

Phoneme Activity Phoneme Activity 

A phoneme is  a 

sound–  

bat  is broken into 

phonemes   

/b/ /a/ /t/  

Fox is broken into 

phonemes 

/f/ /aw/ /k/ /s/ 
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Phoneme activity continued- 

When you are saying 

difficult sounds for 

children for example /r/ 

and /ch/ and /th/– say 

the sounds in words 

slowly, clearly and with 

emphasis. Make sure the 

children can see your 

mouth when you speak. 
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Sample Animals Same? 

bear/bird yes 

duck/cat no 

dog/duck yes 

fish/frog yes 

horse/sheep no 

Now talk about the animal names from the story– 

choose 2 animals and say just the first sound like 

b for bear and b for bird. Now ask the children if 

they are the same sound or not?  

Now talk about the ending sounds, are they the 

same? 
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